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Pro Seating comfort back and cushion

Comfort Seating

Pro Seating comfort seat includes solid 
padded backrest, slightly contoured for 
extra support and comfort, and comfort 
cushion available in 40, 44 and 48cm.
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Adjustable seat
TANW043

Seating

43cm wide seat adjustable via 
armrests and legrests to 50cm. Seat 
depth adjustable 16.5 - 19.5”.

Tango / Tango Comfort

 
Standard sling back Mechanical fixed recline backrest

TAN030001

2” standard foam cushion
TAN020001

2” standard foam seat cushion 
provided as standard.

Angle adjustable using tools
-3° to 12; in 3° steps.

48cm height. Adjustable back height 45.5 
- 51cm, with tension adjustable straps.

Backrest

Powered recline back
TAN030003

-3° to 30°.

Manual adjustable recline 
back TAN030002

A push lever enables an 
attendant to adjust the backrest 
between -3° and 30°.

Lateral supports

Height, depth and angle adjustable 
lateral supports mounted off the 
back tube. Not available with 
comfort seating.



Comfort Seating
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Parallel swing away control

Swings away for access close to 
desks and tables. Always provided as 
standard.
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Armrests

Padded with a wipe down upholstery 
this headrest also provides height and 
asymmetrical adjustment.

70° legrests with angle adjustable 
footplate can be adjusted from 43cm 
to 50cm to be used in combination 
with armrest adjustment.

Headrest
TAN030004

Tango / Tango Comfort

Headrest
TAN030004

Mounted on the comfort back 
padded for extra comfort with a 
wipe down cover.

Headrest

70° swing-away legrest
TAN050000

Swing-away and detachable, the 
manual ELR comes with a depth, 
angle and height adjustable 
padded calf pad.

Manual elevating legrests
TAN050001

Side guard reduction pads
TAN040001

An optional width adjustment pad 
is offered to reduce the seat width 
by 2”. This reduction pad simply and 
quickly straps onto the side guard.

Legrests
Width and depth adjustable armrest
RMP050100

The armrest provides 7cm of outward 
width adjustment (43 - 50cm).

VR2 controls
VR2 joystick
TAN011008

VR2 joystick can control up to two 
actuators (powered options) and 
offers speed adjustment. Available as 
user/attendant only.

VR2 remote dual control
TAN011002

The VR2 dual control module provides 
an extra joystick to the rear allowing 
the attendant to control the chair, 
speeds or actuators.
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9” solid castor 8” solid castor

Always in combination with 14” 
drive wheel for superior outdoor 
performance.

Always in combination with 
12” drive wheel.

14” drive wheels 12” drive wheel

Available as solid or pneumatic and always 
in combination with 9” castor. Wider profile 
provides better outdoor performance.

Available as solid or pneumatic and always 
in combination with 8” castor. Provides 
better outdoor performance.
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Tango / Tango Comfort

Kerb climber
TAN090002

Kerb climber

Quick release and removeable, 
climbs 4” kerb.

Rear Wheels and Castors

Swing-away tray table
TAN090009

The swing-over side tray is universal 
for use on LH or RH and can be 
quickly removed when not in use.

Adjustable on each side and 
mounted on a tri glide for better 
positioning.

Adjustable lap strap
TAN090010

Transportation tie down 
points TAN090007

Accessories

Large tie down hoops for 
transportation in vehicles.


